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          WebViewer Version: Latest

When I have my signature selected and I place it, it doesn’t immediately disappear, my signature will remain on the cursor to be used again (until I decide to click it off)

Here is an example on pdf-filler,  it should behave in the same way that this tool does:

          
            
          

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    How can I determine whether the generated signature is the same as the previous one
                    


                    Signature Tools get unselect as soon as the cursor hover over a selectable text
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Customizing WebViewer UI Popups
	Annotate videos using JavaScript
	Editing PDF form fields - UI
	Searching PDF Documents with JavaScript Library

APIs:	Core -  getBuild()
	UI. VerificationOptions
	Core.Tools. Tool - switchIn(oldTool)

Forums:	Webviewer freezes with warning: Blocking on main thread is dangerous
	Tweak selection bounding box
	WebViewer v6.1 Released
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          If the signature always follows with the cursor, every time you click the mouse, it will add a new signature, then how can you click it off?

Maybe there is some room to play around with the UX, but unfortunately, we don’t support this at the moment.

However, there are two alternatives may help you:

	If you select a signature annotation, and hold your alt key to drag and drop, it will copy the current annotation;
	You can also select an annotation, and then use ctrl+c and ctrl+v to copy/paste annotations


Both ways will give you some convenience to duplicate the current annotation, I hope these may help!
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                    How to get the signatures from Signature Panel
                    


                    How can I determine whether the generated signature is the same as the previous one
                    

                    Override standart actions for 'alt+click', 'ctrl+click', 'shift+click', etc
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